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f. Where ships are coming home to die

g. Maiden Voyage (reprise)

a. Maiden Voyage

We're boarding

come and join us now

they're sorting

we're different somehow

I'm telling

don't you just get lost

you're yelling

where's one we can trust

We're on a maiden voyage

we go to distant skies

we thought they'd be loyal

they just wanted our goodbyes

We're sitting

in a room of gloom

we're waiting

dinner's coming soon

They're watching

how will we react

we're touching

faces in the dark

We're on a maiden voyage

we go to distant skies

we thought they'd be loyal

they just wanted our goodbyes

b. The Captain's table

We sit and we dine

at the Captain's table

the wine is so fine

it's the Captain's label

The engines are steaming

under the Captain's table

my mind does the dreaming

if I just would be able

We sit and we talk

at the Captain's table

my fingers will walk

it's a silly fable

The engines are steaming

under the Captain's table

my mind does the dreaming

if I just would be able
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c. The party lounge

Flashing and dashing in colors

picturing dreams on the wall

I look around and follow

I want it all, I want it all

Party lounge, 

we dance the night away

party lounge, 

we talk until it's day

party lounge, 

we're dreaming so silent

party lounge, 

we're scheming the secret

Drinking and dancing like horses

acting obscene and so violent

I don't know why, vile forces

I don't know who, just keep the

silence

Party lounge, 

we dance the night away

party lounge, 

we talk until it's day

party lounge, 

we're dreaming so silent

party lounge, 

we're scheming the secret

d. The moon and the sea

The moon and the sea

the moon and the sea

the moon and the sea

the moon and the sea

The moon and the sea

are making love all night long

the silver waves are

gleaming and singing a song

e. The mighty waves

I lie on my bed

I turn around, I wake

I'm all alone

was it all just a dream

The mighty waves

they took us apart

The mighty waves

where are you now

You promised to me

you'd never leave again

I lie alone

and the sheet feels so hard

The mighty waves

they took us apart

The mighty waves

where are you now

The mighty waves

we lost it somehow

The mighty waves

so different now
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f. Where ships are coming home to die

There's no wind, there's no moon

we sail the last mile alone

enter the quiet zone

the end will be coming soon

The lying's over, silence will prevail

we're torn apart and wrecked to pieces

and as we enter murky waters we see

where ships are coming home to die

Future's gone, gone for good

we thought we could fight our way

shrapnel's left where we stood

there's nothing more we can say

The lying's over, silence will prevail

we're torn apart and wrecked to pieces

and as we enter murky waters we see

where ships are coming home to die

g. Maiden Voyage (reprise)

We're leaving

one by one alone

they're watching

faces are like stone

I'm staring

can't believe it's true

you're wearing

that star coat of blue

We're on a maiden voyage

we go to distant skies

we thought they'd be loyal

they just wanted our goodbyes
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